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Developing with Nature 
 
NatureScot has published for consultation draft guidance on Developing with Nature.1 The aim is to 
provide practical guidance on how developers can identify and incorporate measures that help to 
support and enhance biodiversity.   
 
It is stressed that the guidance must be viewed in line with the mitigation hierarchy, to first avoid, 
then minimise and finally compensate for adverse effects on biodiversity.  The guidance is designed 
for developments that do not require an environmental impact assessment but it does not apply 
directly to small-scale householder developments (although it is noted that much of its content may 
still be relevant for such projects) nor to farmed fish or shellfish developments. 
 
The measures covered are grouped into three categories: planting for nature, providing homes for 
nature, and managing water with nature.  Issues covered in each category are: 
- plants for pollinators; wildflower meadows; new and old growth orchards; trees, scrub and 
woodland; living roofs; green walls and screens; boundary hedges; 
- log and leaf piles; hibernacula; homes for bees, bugs, hedgehogs, birds and bats; wildlife walls and 
towers; wildlife friendly lighting; 
- rain gardens, wildlife swales and ditches; biodiverse sustainable drainage system ponds; ponds for 
wildlife; drain escapes. 
 
In each case a brief description is offered of what these involve, how nature can benefit, what is 
needed to make them succeed, including future maintenance, and where further advice can be 
found.  The latter includes local wildlife groups who can play an important part in helping to identify 
what is best in the local area, as well as various national and expert groups. It is good to see that the 
impact of light on wildlife is included, although noise is not. <<Scope for cross-reference if Crispin 
Agnew’s article on this appears in same issue>> 
 
The need to plan for nature from an early stage is emphasised as well as the importance of not 
looking at actions in isolation from each other or from the wider surroundings, since habitat 
connectivity is a vital issue for most species.  To assist in this respect, tables note ways in which 
different measures can be effectively combined as well as the ecological and practical considerations 
to be borne in mind.  Advice is also offered on what should be included in a planning application to 
show what is being done for nature. 
 
In England developers are soon to be required to ensure that their projects are delivering a net gain 
for biodiversity (once the relevant parts of the Environment Act 2021 come into force).  In 
comparison, the Scottish reliance on looser statements in planning policy and on guidance such as 
this, however useful, may be seen as falling short of what is required to tackle the continuing decline 
in the health of nature across the country.  The biodiversity hierarchy and advice on incorporating 
biodiversity-friendly measures in development have been around for many years,2 yet too often 
seem to be ignored.  What is required is a change of mind-set, so that biodiversity really is taken 
seriously by all involved in all sorts of project, and not seen as something to think about only when 
legally protected habitat or species are involved.   
 
This guidance shows what can be done and that it is not as expensive or disruptive as might be 
feared, although future maintenance plans are crucial. The brief, clear and wide-ranging advice here 

                                                             
1 https://www.nature.scot/doc/consultation-developing-nature-guidance#2; the consultation deadline is 4 
March 2022. 
2 There was an article on “Planning and Nature Conservation” in (1993) 38 Scottish Planning Law and Practice 
11 (the last issue under the old name). 

https://www.nature.scot/doc/consultation-developing-nature-guidance#2


is very useful.  There is an opportunity for this guidance to help developers to deliver real benefits 
for biodiversity, but making them accept the need to do so may be the bigger challenge. 
 
 
Prof Colin T Reid, 
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